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Functional refolding of the penetration 
protein on a non-enveloped virus

Tobias Herrmann1,2, Raúl Torres3, Eric N. Salgado3,7, Cristina Berciu4,8, Daniel Stoddard4,5, 
Daniela Nicastro4,5, Simon Jenni1 ✉ & Stephen C. Harrison1,3,6 ✉

A non-enveloped virus requires a membrane lesion to deliver its genome into a target 
cell1. For rotaviruses, membrane perforation is a principal function of the viral 
outer-layer protein, VP42,3. Here we describe the use of electron cryomicroscopy to 
determine how VP4 performs this function and show that when activated by cleavage 
to VP8* and VP5*, VP4 can rearrange on the virion surface from an ‘upright’ to a 
‘reversed’ conformation. The reversed structure projects a previously buried ‘foot’ 
domain outwards into the membrane of the host cell to which the virion has attached. 
Electron cryotomograms of virus particles entering cells are consistent with this 
picture. Using a disulfide mutant of VP4, we have also stabilized a probable 
intermediate in the transition between the two conformations. Our results define 
molecular mechanisms for the first steps of the penetration of rotaviruses into the 
membranes of target cells and suggest similarities with mechanisms postulated for 
other viruses.

Rotaviruses and other non-enveloped, mammalian, double-strand RNA 
(dsRNA) viruses have evolved a mechanism to deliver a large (around 
700 Å diameter) macromolecular complex into the cytosol of a target 
cell. These viruses package segmented genomes into icosahedral cap-
sids with several protein layers2,3 (Fig. 1a). The role of the outer layer 
of an infectious rotavirus particle (a triple-layer particle, or TLP) is to 
insert the double-layer particle (DLP) that it surrounds into the cell to 
which the virus has attached. The DLP does not dissociate further: the 
polymerase and capping enzymes contained within it instead tran-
scribe the 11 genome segments, cap the mRNA products and extrude 
the completed transcripts into the cytosol2 (Fig. 1b).

Previous studies have defined the functions of the two TLP outer-layer 
proteins, VP4 and VP7, in the delivery of the DLP4–9. Infection requires 
the cleavage of VP4—both in cell culture and in vivo—into an N-terminal 
fragment, VP8*, and a C-terminal fragment, VP5*. VP8* attaches the 
virion to its cellular receptor (in many cases, a glycolipid)10–14, whereas 
VP5* perforates the lipid bilayer of the vesicular membrane that sur-
rounds the entering particle after its initial uptake by the target cell 
(Fig. 1b). The function of VP7, a Ca2+-stabilized trimer15, is to anchor VP4 
onto the virion surface and to respond to loss of Ca2+ at an early stage of 
infection by dissociating and releasing VP8* and VP5* from the DLP16.

On a virion, the ‘spike’ protein VP4 is a trimer with an unusual, asym-
metric conformation, both before and after its activation by cleavage 
of each subunit into VP8* and VP5* fragments6,17. For one of the three 
VP8* fragments, cleavage releases all but a short, N-terminal segment 
of VP8* (denoted VP8* α; Fig. 1c). The two intact VP8* fragments asso-
ciate with the bean-shaped β-barrel domains of the VP5* fragments 
from which they have been separated by cleavage, forming a two-fold 
symmetric projection; the β-barrel domain of the third VP5* supports 

this projection, holding it away from the particle surface like a diagonal 
cantilever6. The VP8* lectin domains at the tip of the spike cover hydro-
phobic loops at one end of the two projecting VP5* β barrels with which 
they associate; the opposite ends of the projecting VP5* barrels similarly 
cover the hydrophobic loops of the third VP5* β barrel. The C-terminal 
regions of all three VP5* chains associate with three-fold symmetry 
into the ‘foot’ of the spike, clamped onto the particle surface6 by VP7.

Recombinant VP4 is monomeric; successive treatment with chymo-
trypsin and trypsin yields a trimeric product, designated VP5CT, from 
which VP8* has dissociated completely and from which most residues 
of the foot have been removed18. An α-helical coiled coil at the centre of 
VP5CT projects in the same direction as the hydrophobic loops on the 
β barrels—a chain reversal with respect to the spike on a TLP. We have 
previously proposed that the transition from the asymmetric, ‘upright’ 
spike conformation seen on virions to the symmetric, ‘reversed’ con-
formation seen in VP5CT leads to perforation of a target membrane 
when coupled with the interaction of the β-barrel hydrophobic loops 
with the lipid bilayer18. Mutations that reduce the hydrophobicity of 
the VP5* loops compromise infectivity and reduce the association of 
VP5* with liposomes in vitro5.

We describe here results from electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM), 
showing that transition to the reversed conformation can occur spon-
taneously on the surface of the TLP, without the dissociation of VP7 
(Fig. 1d), and that association of the hydrophobic loops with a target 
membrane causes residues of the foot region to enter the lipid bilayer 
of the membrane. We infer that the formation of an initial membrane 
lesion by interaction of the foot regions from one or more VP5* trimers 
with the bilayer is a decisive, early event in the penetration of rotavi-
ruses and the delivery of the DLPs into a host cell.
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Reversed VP5* on rotavirus particles
We determined the three-dimensional structures of rhesus rotavirus 
(RRV) (Supplementary Data 1–3) native TLPs and wild-type recoated 
TLPs (rcTLPs), prepared as described in Methods (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
We initially imposed icosahedral symmetry and then classified subpar-
ticles corresponding to VP4 positions (Extended Data Fig. 2). Classifica-
tion of rcTLPs (without further alignment) yielded three distinct classes 
(Extended Data Figs. 3, 4, Extended Data Table 1): one corresponding 
to the asymmetric upright spike (Fig. 1d, left), a second corresponding 
to a three-fold symmetric reversed structure (Fig. 1d, right) and a third 
corresponding to empty vertices. Classification of spikes from native 
TLPs, which were treated in the same way as rcTLPs, yielded classes that 
were identical to those from rcTLPs but with a different distribution 
of particles among the classes (Extended Data Fig. 5). The three-fold 
symmetric structure resembled the reversed conformation adopted 

by VP5CT in solution18 but not previously seen on rotavirus particles. 
When we omitted the incubation at 37 °C, the TLPs had only upright 
VP4 spikes and some empty positions at which VP4 was not present.

Inspection of the reversed-conformation map showed that the 
VP5CT coordinates18 matched closely with the reconstructed density. 
In VP5CT, three β-barrel domains surround a central, three-chain coiled 
coil formed by polypeptide-chain segments C-terminal to the β barrels 
(Fig. 1d, right). Hydrophobic loops at one end of the β barrel project in 
the same direction as the distal end of the coiled coil. VP5CT, which is 
produced by proteolytic cleavage of recombinant VP4, terminates at the 
end of the coiled coil; about 250 additional amino acid residues on intact 
VP4 form the foot that anchors VP4 in the upright spike conformation 
onto the DLP (Fig. 1d, left). The VP5* in our rcTLPs was intact (Extended 
Data Fig. 1b), but the region beneath the VP5CT-like density—normally 
occupied by the foot—was completely empty in the reversed reconstruc-
tions (Fig. 1d, right). Loss of the foot from this cavity indicates that, as 
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Fig. 1 | Rotavirus entry and cryo-EM structures of the penetration protein 
in upright and reversed conformations. a, Overall structure of a rotavirus 
TLP. b, Schematic of the virus entry pathway derived from live-cell imaging 
experiments8,16,20. c, Domain organization of the VP8* and VP5* proteins in the 
upright (left) and reversed (right) conformations. The domains are labelled 
underneath the primary structure. The residue numbers indicate termini and 

domain boundaries. α, N-terminal α-helical segment of VP8*. The regions in 
grey are not detected (disordered) in the reversed-conformation structure.  
d, Atomic models of upright (left) and reversed (right) conformations of VP5* 
(and VP8*) on the virion surface, from our cryo-EM reconstructions of 
wild-type recoated RRV TLPs. VP5*, red, orange and salmon; VP6, green; VP7, 
yellow; VP8*, magenta. Some VP6 and VP7 subunits are omitted for clarity.
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expected from the direction of the coiled coil, the final approximately 
250 amino acid residues of the VP5* polypeptide chain project out-
wards. We detected little or no density C-terminal to the coiled coil in 
the reversed class map, and therefore concluded that the foot residues 
must be substantially disordered. We have previously described the 
VP5CT conformation as a ‘folded-back’ structure, and suggested that 
a conformational transition of the spike might involve folding back of 
the β-barrel domain towards the still-anchored foot8,18. In the reversed 
structure that we have now visualized, formation of the coiled coil has 
instead projected the foot-domain residues outwards, while retaining 
the orientation of the β barrels (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Fig. 6a).

After the transition to the reversed conformation, VP5* does not 
dissociate despite the loss of interactions between the foot and the 
surrounding VP6 and VP7 trimers. The inward-facing end of each of 
the three VP5* β-barrels contacts a set of loops in the adjacent VP7 
through a network of largely polar side chain interactions (Fig. 2a, 
right, Extended Data Fig. 7). VP8* remains associated with the TLP, even 
after the transition19 (Extended Data Fig. 8a). On a TLP, the foot domain 
of VP5* includes—along its three-fold axis—the initial approximately 
16 residues of the VP4 polypeptide chain, two of which then connect 
outwards to the VP8* lectin domains at the apex of the spike, while the 
third terminates at residue 27 (Fig. 2b, left). As the foot unfolds and 
projects outwards along the three-fold axis of the spike, the three VP8* 
N-terminal segments must therefore remain trapped in the foot cavity, 
with the connections to the two lectin domains emerging through a 
channel at the VP5*–VP7 interface (Fig. 2b, right). These emerging con-
nections could, in principle, also participate in the VP5*–VP7 contacts.

An early cryo-EM study of the structure of rotaviruses found that 
brief incubation of RRV at pH 11, followed by a return to pH 8, caused an 
apparent collapse of the spikes into three symmetrically disposed pro-
tuberances19. We repeated the protocol from this previous study with 
both native TLPs and wild-type VP4 rcTLPs, and found that exposure 
to pH 11 induced nearly complete transition to the reversed conforma-
tion we describe above (Extended Data Fig. 8b). Therefore, we suggest 
that the protuberances described in the previous study were the three 
β-barrel domains as seen at low resolution (Supplementary Discussion).

Trapping a potential intermediate
The transition of VP5* from an upright (Fig. 1d, left) to a reversed (Fig. 1d, 
right) conformation might plausibly proceed in two steps: the rear-
rangement of the β-barrel domains into a three-fold cluster, followed by 
an eversion along the three-fold axis of the remainder of VP5* in which 
formation of the coiled coil thrusts the unfolded foot domain outwards 
(Fig. 2b). We screened a series of double cysteine mutants designed 
to produce disulfide links within the foot and therefore stabilize its 
folded structure. We obtained the most robust recoating from a vari-
ant with cysteines at positions 567 and 590 in RRV VP4 (Fig. 3), denoted 
VP4(S567C/A590C). Recoating DLPs with this mutant protein (along 
with wild-type VP7) yielded TLPs with an infectivity 1,600-fold lower 
than that of controls recoated with wild-type VP4 (Fig. 3a).

Cryo-EM analysis of rcTLPs bearing VP4(S567C/A590C) spikes 
yielded, after initial icosahedral reconstruction, approximately 216,000 
VP4 positions (60 per virion particle). Classification of the VP4 posi-
tions showed the mature spike conformation (same as Fig. 1d, left), 
empty positions without VP4, and a new class in which VP4 contained 
three outward projecting β-barrel domains but no central, three-chain 
coiled coil (Fig. 3b). Instead, the foot domain of VP5* was firmly in place, 
and its structure—at the resolution we obtained—was the same as that of 
a VP5* foot domain on a wild-type rcTLP (Figs. 3b, c). The anchored VP8* 
N-terminal segments were present, but we detected no clearly interpret-
able density beyond residue 16, where the three polypeptide chains 
encountered the inward-facing ends of the VP5* β barrels (Fig. 2b).

When rcTLPs containing VP4(S567C/A590C) were treated briefly at 
pH 11 and then reneutralized, we found that most (69%) of the spikes 
were in the intermediate conformation (Extended Data Fig. 8c). The 
remaining 31% had converted to reversed trimers, probably because 
of inefficient formation of the disulfide bond.

Spike rearrangement during cell entry
A previous electron cryotomography (cryo-ET) study of RRV TLPs 
entering BSC-1 cells at the rim—where they were thin enough for 
imaging—showed that the spacing at the virion–membrane interface 
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Fig. 2 | Interactions of the penetration protein domains VP5* and VP8* with 
VP7 capsid subunits. a, Top views of the upright (left), intermediate (middle) 
and reversed (right) conformations. VP5*, red, orange and salmon; VP7 chains 
interacting with VP5*, yellow. Magnified views of the interfaces are shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 7. Gaps between VP5* and VP7 shell molecules that allow for 

the exit of VP5* foot domains are marked by blue dashed boxes. Scale bar, 50 Å. 
b, Side views of the upright (left), intermediate (middle) and reversed (right) 
conformations. VP8*, magenta. In the reversed structure (right), VP8* is shown 
schematically: no density corresponding to VP8* was observed, but 
biochemical data reveals its presence. Scale bar, 50 Å.
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between the membrane and the outer surface of the VP7 layer could 
be either ‘loose’ (around 120 Å) or ‘tight’ (around 60 Å), and that pro-
jections representing VP4 spanned both spacings8. The spikes span-
ning the wider gap had approximately the length expected for the 
upright conformation8. To extend the analysis, we recorded more than 
100 new tomographic datasets, extracted individual sub-tomograms 
of nearly fully engulfed particles, and calculated icosahedral aver-
ages for each (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Fig. 9). The loose engulfment 
corresponds to the spike contacts expected for initial lectin contacts 
with glycolipid, although the resolution of the icosahedral average 
is not sufficient to show the contacts directly. The tight engulfment 
corresponds closely to our expectation from Fig. 1d (right): the vol-
ume occupied by the foot in the unrearranged structure is empty, 
and the gap between the surface of VP7 and the membrane would 
place the VP5* hydrophobic loops at the surface of the bilayer, with 
the extruded foot apparently embedded in the membrane. We infer 
that the transformation that we have detected on the surface of virions 
in vitro also occurs during cell entry, as a key step in the delivery of 
the DLP into the cytosol.

Discussion
A transition of VP4 from an upright to a reversed conformation requires 
the following steps (Fig. 4b): the separation of the VP8* lectin domains 
from the tips of the two-fold clustered, VP5* β-barrel domains; an out-
ward flip of the third VP5* β barrel and formation of a β-barrel trimer; 
and the unfolding and outward projection of the foot domain by zip-
pering of the central, three-strand, α-helical coiled coil. Formation of 
the observed β-barrel trimer requires that the lectin domains dissociate 
from the tips of the β barrels, but they remain tethered to the particle by 
the long N-terminal segment of VP8* (VP8* α and VP8* linker, Fig. 4b). 
Even after the foot has unfolded, the two complete VP8* fragments do 
not dissociate19 (Fig. 2b, right, Extended Data Fig. 8a).

In its reversed conformation, VP5* remains bound to the virion 
through contacts with three of the six VP7 subunits that surround it 
(Fig. 2a, right, Extended Data Figs. 6a, 7); the same contacts are pre-
sent in the structure of the ‘foot-locked’ mutant VP4(S567C/A590C). 
A smooth transition from foot-locked to reversed VP5* is possible, 
because adjacent β barrels have no direct contact in the former struc-
ture, and unfolding and outward projection of the foot can occur with-
out dissociation (Extended Data Fig. 6b). The foot-locked structure is 
therefore a plausible representation of an intermediate in the overall 
conformational change (Supplementary Discussion).

The subtomogram averages in Fig. 4a show that the molecular rear-
rangements seen in vitro correspond to events that occur during virus 
entry into a host cell. The absence of density in the foot cavity supports 
our proposed function for the conformational change. The very low 
infectivity of virus particles recoated with foot-locked VP4 indicates 
that complete rearrangement is necessary for virion penetration.

Figure 4b suggests how the findings reported here might map 
onto the sequence of events that occur during cell entry, as derived 
from live-cell imaging experiments8,16,20. Steps in this sequence are 
membrane interaction, invagination, engulfment, Ca2+ loss (Sup-
plementary Discussion), VP4 and VP7 loss, and DLP release (Fig. 1b). 
Membrane deformation requires more free energy than is yielded by 
simple attachment; interaction of the VP5* hydrophobic loops with 
the membrane bilayer might be necessary for the observed ‘wrapping’ 
(Fig. 4a, centre). The interaction of the hydrophobic loops might occur 
initially through the two β-barrel domains that project in the spike 
conformation. Spontaneous fluctuations could generate a local dis-
sociation of the VP8* lectin domains (arrows in Fig. 4b, left), enabling 
the adjacent membrane to capture the hydrophobic loops of the two 
β-barrel domains that project in the upright conformation. Transition 
to a state that resembles the foot-locked (intermediate) structure 
could then ensue (Fig. 4b, centre), followed by unfurling of the foot, 

formation of the coiled coil, and interaction of the foot with the target 
membrane (Fig. 4b, right).

During entry into a host cell, at least two distinct regions of VP5* 
interact with the lipid bilayer of the membrane: the hydrophobic loops 
that are exposed by dissociation of the VP8* lectin domain, and the foot 
that is translocated outward by the conformational change described 
here. Determining how multiple local perturbations, each introduced 
by insertion of three foot regions into the target membrane, promote 
longer-range disruption (‘perforation’; Fig. 1b) and DLP release will 
require high-resolution visualization of the inserted foot regions.

Like other non-enveloped animal viruses with dsDNA or dsRNA 
genomes, rotaviruses initiate infection of a host cell by delivering a 
modified, but still assembled, particle into the cytosol. The structures 
described here define—more closely than has been achieved so far for 
other dsRNA or dsDNA viruses—how rotaviruses deliver a very large, 
macromolecular payload. The molecular description of the rotavirus 
delivery mechanism, and those of other viruses that insert a modi-
fied virion or subviral particle into the cytosol, could inform efforts 
to design delivery vehicles for biological molecules that have intracel-
lular targets.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 

Fig. 3 | Infectivity and structure of TLPs recoated with mutant (S567C/
A590C) penetration proteins. a, Particle (P) to focus-forming unit (FFU) ratios 
for TLPs, wild-type (WT) rcTLPs and rcTLPs containing the mutant protein VP4 
(S567C/A590C), determined as described in Methods. n = 3 biologically 
independent experiments. Data are mean ± s.d. One-way ANOVA with Tukey 
post-hoc test. ****P < 0.0001, NS, not significant. For source data, see 
Supplementary Data 4. b, Structure of the foot-locked intermediate obtained 
from cryo-EM analysis of rcTLPs containing VP4(S567C/A590C). VP5*, red, 
orange and salmon; VP6, green; VP7, yellow; VP8*, magenta. c, Left, structural 
comparison between the VP5* foot domains of the upright conformation of 
wild-type rcTLPs (red) and the intermediate conformation of rcTLPs containing 
VP4 (S567C/A590C) (grey). Right, structural comparison between the VP5* 
β-barrel domains of the reversed conformation of wild-type rcTLPs (red) and 
the intermediate conformation of rcTLPs containing VP4 (S567C/A590C) 
(grey). d, Comparison of relative amounts of VP5* determined by western 
blotting (144 ng of each substrate), as described in Methods. Experiment 
repeated independently twice with similar results. For western blot source 
images, see Supplementary Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4 | Molecular rearrangements of the membrane-penetration protein 
during rotavirus entry. a, Cryo-ET reconstructions of RRV entering at the thin 
edge of BSC-1 cells. Tomographic analysis is shown for two viral particles that 
are representative of a ‘loose’ (left) or a ‘tight’ (right) virion–membrane (M) 
interface. Middle, top, slices of tomographic reconstructions (low-pass- 
filtered and contrast-enhanced; scale bars, 50 nm); middle, bottom, 3D 

tomographic reconstructions with icosahedral symmetry imposed. In the 
magnified views of the icosahedrally averaged tomographic reconstructions, 
density is partially cut and shown in solid grey; protein subunits of positioned 
atomic models are shown in ribbon representation and coloured as in Fig. 1. b, 
Model of membrane interaction and the rearrangement of VP5* and VP8*; see 
Discussion for details.
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Methods

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The 
experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not 
blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome assessment.

Cells, plasmids and constructs
MA104 cells (American Type Culture Collection, ATCC) were cultured 
in M199 media (Invitrogen) supplemented with 25 mM HEPES and 10% 
HI-FBS (Invitrogen). BSC-1 cells (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM (Invit-
rogen) supplemented with 10% HI-FBS (Invitrogen). For VP4 and VP7 
expression, full-length genomic sequences from rhesus rotavirus (G3 
serotype, NCBI: txid444185) were amplified by PCR and cloned into 
pFastbac (Thermo Fisher Scientific) expression vectors. Mutations 
were introduced by quick-change mutagenesis in DH10α cells (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Purified plasmid constructs were transfected into 
DH10-Bac cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Purified bacmids were trans-
fected into Sf9 cells (ATCC) grown in Sf-900 II SFM media supplemented 
with 1% penicillin-streptomycin.

Production and purification of RRV TLPs and DLPs
MA104 cells were grown to confluency in 850 cm2 roller bottles, fol-
lowed by exchange of medium to M199 supplemented with 1 µg ml−1 
trypsin (Gibco). Cells were infected with trypsin-activated RRV particles 
(G3 serotype) at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1 and incubated for 24 h. 
Media and cell debris were collected and frozen for storage at −80 °C. 
Virus in thawed supernatants was concentrated by ultracentrifuga-
tion (225,500g, 30 min), added to thawed cell debris pellets (which 
contain most of the virus), and extracted by sonication with Freon-113 
as described21,22. The aqueous phases of three successive rounds of 
freon extraction were combined, and TLPs were separated from DLPs 
by caesium chloride gradient centrifugation. TLPs were dialysed twice 
against 2 l of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2 (TNC) 
and DLPs twice against 2 l of 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl (HN). 
The concentration of the purified virus was determined by SDS–PAGE 
densitometry of VP6 bands against standards of DLP stocks ranging 
from 0.1 to 1.0 mg ml−1.

Expression and purification of VP4 and VP7
Recombinant VP4 and VP7 were expressed in Sf9 insect cells, using 
the Bac-to-Bac expression system as described previously23,24. In brief, 
insect cells (2 million cells per ml) were infected with baculovirus inocu-
lum passaged three times in Sf9 cells. For VP4, cells were collected 72 h 
after infection and resuspended in 100 ml lysis buffer (75 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 7.5% glycerol). After freeze thaw-
ing, cells were lysed in a Dounce homogenizer and the homogenate 
cleared by centrifugation (70,409g, 30 min). VP4 was purified from 
the cleared supernatant by ammonium sulfate precipitation followed 
by hydrophobic interaction chromatography (Phenyl FF column) and 
anion exchange chromatography (Q Sepharose column)25. Final puri-
fication was performed on a size exclusion chromatography column 
(S200) equilibrated in HNE (20 mM HEPES pH 7.3, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
EDTA). Pure VP4 was concentrated to 5 mg ml−1, flash-frozen with liquid 
nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C. For VP7, cells were removed from media 
72 h after infection and the supernatant was loaded onto a Concavalin 
A resin. After elution with α-methyl-mannose, protein was adsorbed 
to a resin with immobilized M159 antibody26 (5 mg per ml of Protein 
G Sepharose resin) and eluted with HNE15. Fractions containing VP7 
were pooled and concentrated to 3 mg ml−1, flash-frozen with liquid 
nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C.

Recoating of RRV DLPs
Recoating DLPs with VP4 and VP7 to form rcTLPs was carried out follow-
ing previously described protocols16. In brief, 1 M sodium acetate (pH 
5.2) was added to a volume of DLP resulting in a final concentration of 

100 mM sodium acetate. VP4 was added to a final concentration of 0.9 
mg ml−1 (around 33-fold excess) and the mixture was incubated at room 
temperature for 1 h. VP7 was then added in 2.3-fold excess along with 
a final addition of sodium acetate and CaCl2 to maintain their respec-
tive concentrations of 100 mM and 1 mM. The mixture was incubated 
at room temperature for 1 h, and recoated particles were separated 
from excess components by ultracentrifugation (112,000g, 30 min). 
Pellets were resuspended in 150 µl of TNC, additional TNC was added 
to a final volume of 1 ml, and centrifugation was repeated. Final pellets 
were resuspended in 50 µl of TNC.

Infectivity assay of TLPs and rcTLPs
Titres and particles to focus-forming unit (FFU) ratios for TLP and 
rcTLPs were determined by infectious focus assays as previously 
described16, and specific infectivities were derived from concentra-
tion measurements on the basis of densitometry of a western blot 
using a primary antibody specific for VP6 (antibody 2B4, Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, 1:4,000 dilution). We determined the relative amounts 
of VP5* by western blotting of 144 ng of purified particles with antibody 
HS227 (1:5,000 dilution) in combination with horseradish peroxidase 
(HRP)-coupled goat anti-mouse IgG (1:5,000 dilution).

pH shift experiments with TLPs and rcTLPs
RRV particles were incubated with 5 µg ml−1 trypsin for 30 min at 37 °C 
and the reaction was quenched by the addition of 1 mM phenylmethyl-
sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). pH-induced conformational change was 
achieved by adding a 0.83 M N-cyclohexyl-3-aminopropanesulfonic 
acid (CAPS) buffer at pH 11.0 to a final concentration of 100 mM. As a 
control, we used 100 mM of Tris-HCl pH 8.0. Samples were incubated for 
30 min at room temperature and neutralized to pH 8.0 by addition of 1 
ml of TNC (20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2). Viral particles 
were pelleted in a TLS 55 rotor (50,000 rpm, 1 h, 4 °C). Supernatants 
were removed and the pellets were resuspended in 50–80 µl TNC.

VP8* fractionation and detection by western blotting
We digested 12 µg of TLPs with 5 µg ml−1 trypsin in a total volume of 12 
µl for 30 min at 37 °C. Trypsin was quenched by adding 0.6 µl of apro-
tinin and 1.2 µl of PMSF to final concentrations of 2 µg ml−1 and 1 mM, 
respectively. We shifted the pH by adding 1.2 µl of 1 M CAPS buffer at 
pH 11.0 (or 1.2 µl of 1 M TRIS pH 8.0 for the control samples), incubated 
the samples for 30 min at room temperature, and re-neutralized them 
by adding 1 ml TNC (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2) 
or 1 ml TN2E (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA). We 
monitored the pH shift and re-neutralization using pH strips. Sam-
ples were then incubated for 30 min at 37 °C to promote uncoating 
of TLPs. TLPs and uncoated DLPs were then pelleted in a TLS 55 rotor 
(50,000 rpm, 1 h, 4 °C), resuspended in 1 ml buffer and pelleted again 
(50,000 rpm, 1 h, 4 °C). We carefully removed the supernatants and 
resuspended the pellets in 50 µl either TNC or TN2E. We analysed 10 µl 
of each sample by SDS–PAGE and silver staining, and also by SDS–PAGE 
and western blotting with the VP8*-specific antibody HS127 (1:500 dilu-
tion of mouse HS1 ascitic fluid and 1:5,000 dilution of HRP-coupled 
goat anti-mouse IgG).

Sample preparation for single-particle cryo-EM
RRV rcTLPs or TLPs (2.5 µl) at concentrations between 1 and 2 mg ml−1 
were treated with 5 µg ml−1 trypsin at 37 °C for 30 min, after which 
trypsin was inactivated with PMSF at a final concentration of 1 mM. 
The trypsin-treated particles were then incubated with 2.5 µl TNC for a 
further 30 min at 37 °C, followed by application of 4 µl to a C-flat holey 
carbon grid (Electron Microscopy Science), blotting and freezing with 
a CP3 plunge freezer (Gatan). The efficiency of the spike transition 
at pH 8.0 from upright to reversed was noticeably higher for rcTLPs 
than for authentic TLPs. We therefore used the former to generate 
samples for electron microscopy of particles that had been incubated 



at pH 8.0. Because expression and purification of recombinant VP4 and 
VP7 involve quite different conditions than does virion propagation, 
we have not tried to track down the source of the difference. Previ-
ous structural studies show no substantial structural differences, and 
specific infectivity of the rcTLPs is sometimes even higher than that of 
authentic virions.

Single-particle cryo-EM and data processing
Vitrified grids were imaged with a Tecnai Polara F30 microscope (FEI/
Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated at 300 kV and images were recorded 
with a Gatan K2 direct electron detector. Movies of rotavirus parti-
cles were taken with an exposure time of 10 s and 0.2 s per frame (50 
frames) using a physical pixel size of 1.231 Å in counting mode. Movies 
were motion-corrected with MotionCor2 (5 × 5 patch alignment)28. We 
used Gautomatch for viral particle picking with template projections 
obtained with EMAN229 from a previous reconstruction30. For auto-
matic particle picking, the angular sampling was 3° and the low-pass 
filter cutoff was 40 Å. We determined the contrast transfer function 
(CTF) parameters using Gctf31 from total-summed images. We fitted 
defocus and astigmatism parameters at individual particle coordinates 
and used relion_preprocess32 for particle extraction. We aligned the 
rotavirus particle images and calculated reconstructions with cisTEM 
(refine3d v.1.01, reconstruct3d version 1.02)33 as described previously30. 
We imposed icosahedral symmetry in setting I2 for alignment and 
reconstruction and used a spherical shell mask for the reference with an 
inner radius of 222 Å, and an outer radius of 403 Å (corresponding to the 
VP2, VP6 and VP7 protein layers of the TLP). After the initial alignment, 
we used relion_motion_refine and relion_ctf_refine to obtain a polished 
particle stack and parameters for beam-tilt correction, respectively34, 
and carried out a second round of alignment with cisTEM. The Fourier 
shell correlation (FSC)-based resolution estimates for density within 
the spherical shell were 3.1 Å for the wild-type rcTLP reconstruction 
and 3.9 Å for the rcTLP VP4(S567C/A590C) reconstruction (Extended 
Data Table 1).

Local reconstruction of VP4 structures
We used subparticle image analysis for local reconstructions and clas-
sification of VP4 structures (Extended Data Fig. 2). Similar to what we 
previously described for structure determination of the VP1 rotavi-
rus polymerase30,35, we used signal subtraction of non-VP4 proteins 
(except a single VP7 trimer) with relion_project. We extracted sub-
particle images (corresponding to the location of VP4 proteins) on 
the basis of the icosahedral alignment from the original polished and 
signal-subtracted particle stacks using IMOD36. We used the programs 
refine3d (v.1.01) and reconstruct3D (v.1.02) from cisTEM for subparticle 
classification. We kept the subparticle alignment parameters constant 
during iterative classification (40–80 cycles); the high-resolution limit 
for classification was 8 Å; and we 3D-masked the references with a single 
mask encompassing the volume of all VP4 conformations and a single 
adjacent VP7 trimer. Per-particle weighting in the reconstruction step 
was essentially turned off by setting BSC (the parameter in cisTEM, 
which converts the difference between a particle score and the score 
average into a B factor33) to 0.0. After classification, we calculated 
final maps for each class from non-signal-subtracted particle stacks 
and applied standard postprocessing steps. Because classification 
reduced the number of particles per class compared to the icosahe-
dral reconstruction (with 60-fold averaging), the final resolution of 
the local reconstructions was slightly lower, ranging from 3.3 to 4.3 
Å resolution (Extended Data Table 1). FSC plots and local-resolution 
analyses of the local reconstructions are shown in Extended Data Fig. 3. 
Density for the VP8* lectin and the dimeric VP5* β-barrel domains was 
poorly resolved in the upright spike conformation local reconstruc-
tion because of flexibility at the base of the dimeric spike projection 
(Extended Data Fig. 3a). We therefore improved this region of the 
map using alignment by classification. In this approach, we iteratively 

classified without alignment (6 classes, 5 Å high-resolution limit for clas-
sification, 80 cycles, 3D mask encompassing the VP8* lectin and VP5* 
β-barrel domains), superimposed the maps of the classes, and updated 
particle alignment parameters according to the 3D map alignment. 
The resulting 4 Å-resolution map enabled us to model the connection 
between the VP8* N terminus (located in the foot) and the peripheral 
VP8* lectin domains.

Structure modelling, refinement and validation
Our atomic models consist of the trimetric VP4 spike protein (VP5* 
and VP8*) surrounded by six trimers of VP6 and VP7 each (some of 
the VP6 and VP7 subunits are related by icosahedral symmetry of the 
virion). We initially placed subunits obtained from published structures 
with Protein Data Bank (PDB) IDs 4V7Q6 and 1SLQ (in the case of the 
VP5* reversed conformation)18 into our local reconstruction maps. We 
manually adjusted and completed the models using the programs O37 
and Coot38, and used phenix.real_space_refine39 for structure refine-
ment. We used standard stereochemical and B-factor restraints, as 
well as Ramachandran, rotamer, and secondary structure restraints. 
Residues included in the models are summarized in Extended Data 
Table 1. We validated the models with MolProbity40. Model statistics 
are in Extended Data Table 1. The refined structures show expected FSC 
values with the cryo-EM maps (Extended Data Fig. 3). Magnified views 
of density map sections are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4a. To locate 
structural changes between the upright and reversed structures, we 
calculated per-residue Cα distances after subunit-wise superposition 
of VP4, VP7 and VP6 subunits from the upright and reversed conforma-
tion structures (Extended Data Fig. 4b).

Sample preparation for cryo-ET
BSC-1 cells, grown on gold grids and incubated with rotavirus TLPs, were 
plunge-frozen for cryo-ET as previously described8. In brief, Quantifoil 
gold grids (EMS Q250-AR2) with a holey carbon film (R2/2, 200 mesh) 
were glow-discharged at −40 mA for 30 s, coated with 0.1% poly-L-lysine 
hydrobromide (Sigma P1524-25MG), and sterilized with 70% ethanol 
for 10 min. BSC-1 cells were cultured on these grids in DMEM with 10% 
FBS and 1x Glutamax at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a 35-mm-diameter glass 
bottom dish (MatTek, P35G-1.5-14-C) for 24 h before inoculation. Grids 
were then washed by aspirating the medium from the dish and replac-
ing it with MEM α (Gibco 41061-029) buffer at 37 °C. This process was 
repeated (with a total amount of about 2 ml buffer) until the buffer 
remained clear. Grids were then transferred to glass light microscope 
slides covered with Parafilm. Just before inoculation, the virus was acti-
vated using trypsin stock solution (50 µg ml−1 in TNC (pH 8.0)) at 37 °C 
for 30 min. After diluting the activated virus 1:5 or 1:10 in MEM α, 5 µl of 
the solution was immediately added to the cells at 37 °C for inoculation. 
The grids were then incubated at 37 °C for a period of between 5 and 
45 min, before removing the buffer by blotting the grid from the edge 
with filter paper while simultaneously adding 5 µl of concentrated, 
BSA-coated 10-nm colloidal gold (Sigma-Aldrich)41. Grids were then 
blotted from the front with filter paper for 7–8 s and plunge-frozen in 
liquid ethane using a manual plunge-freezing device. The frozen grids 
were stored in liquid nitrogen.

cryo-ET and data processing
Vitrified grids were imaged using a Tecnai F30 transmission electron 
microscope (FEI/Thermo Fischer Scientific) equipped with a field 
emission gun operating at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV, GIF2000 
post column energy filter (Gatan) operated in zero-loss mode with a 
20 eV slit width, and a 2k × 2k charge-coupled device camera (Gatan). 
The cells were screened in low-dose mode for areas of interest—that 
is, areas that contained virus particles interacting with the edge of 
BSC-1 cells that were thin enough for cryo-ET imaging (up to 300-nm 
thick). In each area of interest, a single-axis tilt series was recorded 
in low-dose mode using the microscope control software SerialEM42. 
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The sample was tilted over a range of about −65° to +65° with 1.5–2.5° 
increments. The total accumulated electron dose per tilt series was 
limited to around 100 e− Å−2. The defocus was −6 µm to −8 µm and the 
pixel size was 1.077 nm or 0.986 nm, respectively. The software IMOD43 
was used for fiducial alignment of the tilt series images and tomogram 
reconstruction using weighted back projection. We analysed virions 
from 90 raw cryo-tomograms by extracting virus-particle subtomo-
grams with a box size of 150 × 150 × 150 pixels. We contrast-inverted 
and normalized the extracted viral particle subtomograms, and 
3D-aligned them to a low-pass filtered reference using e2spt_clas-
saverage.py and e2spt_extract_align.py from EMAN2 (v.2.2)44. At this 
stage, subtomographic viral densities were oriented in a standard I4 
icosahedral symmetry setting, which enabled us either to calculate 
an icosahedral density average for each particle by simply applying 
icosahedral symmetry, or to extract sub-subtomograms at individual 
spikes positions, or to average selected subtomograms (individual 
viruses) or sub-subtomograms (individual VP4 trimer positions) 
(Fig. 4a, Extended Data Fig. 9).

Figure preparation
We prepared the figures using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics 
System v.2.1, Schrödinger, LLC), POV-Ray (https://www.povray.org), 
and matplotlib45. We retrieved rotavirus sequences from GenBank46 
with BioPython47, aligned them with MAFFT48, and used ESPript49 
to display the multiple sequence alignments of VP4 (Supplemen-
tary Data 1), VP7 (Supplementary Data 2) and VP6 (Supplementary 
Data 3). Serotypes and genotypes were compiled from published  
studies50–53.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
The maps of the cryo-EM reconstructions have been deposited in the 
Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) (accession numbers: EMD-
21955, upright conformation; EMD-21956, intermediate conformation; 
EMD-21957, reversed conformation), and the refined coordinates in 
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (PDB IDs: 6WXE, upright conformation; 
6WXF, intermediate conformation; 6WXG, reversed conformation). 
We obtained previously published rotavirus structures from the PDB 
(PDB IDs: 4V7Q and 1SLQ). The rotavirus protein sequences used to 
prepare the sequence alignments (shown in Supplementary Data 1–3) 
were retrieved from GenBank46. The accession numbers for VP4 are: 
RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; 
ST3, P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; 
UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, 
Q86184; L338, Q98636; EW, Q83450. The accession numbers for VP7 
are: RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; 
ST3, P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; 
UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, 
Q86184; L338, Q98636; EW, Q83450. The accession numbers for VP6 
are: RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; 
ST3, P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; 
UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, 
Q86184; L338, Q98636; EW, Q83450. All data are available from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The software programs used to generate and analyse the data of this 
study are publicly available. Custom-written C shell and Python scripts 
used to run the programs are available from the corresponding author 
on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Sample preparation and cryo-EM data collection.  
a, Schematic protocol for recoating of double-layer particles (DLPs) with 
recombinant VP4 and VP7. b, Time course of the digestion of wild-type 
recoated triple-layer particles (wt rcTLPs) with 5 µg ml−1 trypsin at 37 °C. 
Samples were analysed after the shown incubation times by SDS–PAGE. The 

experiment was repeated independently twice with similar results. For gel 
source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1. c, Representative micrograph (aligned 
and summed movie frames) of wt rcTLPs recorded with a Polara F30 electron 
microscope equipped with a K2 summit detector (magnification, 40,650). 
Scale bar, 100 nm. d, Power spectrum of the micrograph shown in c.



Extended Data Fig. 2 | Data processing for local reconstructions. Full workflow for local reconstructions of rotavirus spike proteins.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Resolution analysis of the local cryo-EM 
reconstructions. Left, Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves for the 
reconstructions and refined models calculated with phenix.mtriage54. 
Correlations for the two half maps are shown as solid blue lines after applying a 
mask encompassing the models. Correlations between the refined model and 
final map are shown as red solid lines. Nominal resolution estimates at 
conventional FSC values are indicated by arrows. Right, local resolution of the 

reconstructions calculated with ResMap55. a, Upright conformation. Dashed 
lines (left) are the FSC analysis for the reconstruction of the distal VP5*/VP8* 
dimeric density that was obtained through alignment by classification 
(see Methods). The images on the right show the local resolution of this 
reconstruction. b, Intermediate conformation. c, Reversed conformation. For 
source data of the FSC plots, see Supplementary Data 5.



Extended Data Fig. 4 | Cryo-EM density and structure comparison. a, 
Magnified views of representative regions of the cryo-EM density maps 
obtained by local reconstruction. Density is shown as grey mesh; 
polypeptide-chain backbone as ribbon; side-chain atoms as sticks (carbon, 

main color; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red; sulfur, orange). b, Per-residue Cα 
distances after subunit-wise superposition of VP4, VP7 and VP6 subunits from 
the upright and reversed conformation structures.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Comparison of penetration protein conformations 
on rcTLPs and native TLPs. Relative subparticle amounts, and corresponding 
cryo-EM reconstructions obtained from rcTLPs (top row) and native TLPs 

(bottom row). Local spike reconstructions of rcTLPs were obtained from two 
cryo-EM samples prepared from two independent recoating reactions. Local 
spike reconstructions of native TLPs were obtained from one cryo-EM sample.



Extended Data Fig. 6 | Rearrangements of the VP8* and VP5* penetration 
proteins during transition from upright to reversed conformation on the 
virion surface. a, Distinct domains of the VP8* and VP5* spike proteins are 
coloured separately to illustrate their conformational change during transition 
from upright (top row) to reversed (bottom row) conformation. Domains that 
were not observed in our cryo-EM maps because of flexible attachment are 
drawn schematically. VP8*, magenta; VP5*, red, orange and salmon. b, 
Formation of the trimeric coiled coil and extrusion of the foot domains. Top 
row, magnified views of the VP5* foot domain exit sites as observed in the 
intermediate conformation structure. A partially cut surface representation is 

shown. VP5*, red, orange and salmon; VP7, yellow. The last modelled residues of 
the VP5* β-barrel domains—482 (chain 1), 480 (chain 2) and 481 (chain 3)—are 
located on the outside. The connections to the first modelled VP5* foot domain 
residue—494 (chain 1), 494 (chain 2) and 498 (chain 3)—are indicated by dashed 
lines (fuzzy density in the cryo-EM map). Arrows indicate a suggested 
mechanism for foot-domain reversal, involving zipping-up of the trimeric 
coiled coil and unfolding and extrusion of foot-domain residues. Bottom row, 
proposed transition from the intermediate structure (left) to the reversed 
structure by zipping up of the coiled coil and unfolding and extrusion of the 
foot domains.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Molecular details of the VP5*–VP7 interfaces for 
upright and reversed conformations. a, Upright conformation; b, reversed 
conformation. In each part of the figure, the left-hand image is a view from 
outside the TLP, with circles in black and blue corresponding to coloured 
outlines of the detailed, side-view panels on the right. VP5*, salmon; VP7, 
yellow. The following VP5* interface residues are conserved (Supplementary 

Data 1): N268, N376, R467, S469. The VP5* β-barrel N terminus (residues 248–
250) is not strictly conserved, but the interaction is based on main-chain 
hydrogen bonds and can probably be maintained for different side chains as 
well. The following VP7 interface residues are conserved (Supplementary 
Data 2): S201, T210, L172–Y175.



Extended Data Fig. 8 | Inducing penetration protein reversal at alkaline pH 
and VP8* association with TLPs. a, Analysis of rotavirus particles without 
(lanes 1 and 2) and with (lanes 3 and 4) high pH-induced conformational change 
of VP8* or VP5* and without (lanes 1 and 3) and with (lanes 2 and 4) 
EDTA-induced uncoating. Pelleted fractions were analysed by SDS–PAGE and 
silver staining (left) and by western blotting with the VP8*-specific antibody 
HS127 (right) (see Methods). The experiment was repeated independently three 

times with similar results. For gel and western blot source data, see 
Supplementary Fig. 1. b, Relative VP4 subparticle amounts, and corresponding 
cryo-EM reconstructions obtained from wild-type rcTLPs. c, Relative VP4 
subparticle amounts, and corresponding cryo-EM reconstructions obtained 
from rcTLPs containing VP4(S567C/A590C). Recoating reactions for all 
samples were carried out at the same time and with the same VP7 and DLP stock 
solutions. All cryo-EM samples were prepared in the same blotting session.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Cryo-ET analysis of RRVs entering BSC-1 cells. a, 
Sections of the tomogram from which the reconstructions (icosahedral 
average of single virion subtomograms) in Fig. 4a were obtained. Left, virus 
with loose membrane contact indicated by an arrow. Right, virus with tight 
(close) membrane contact indicated by an arrow. Images were low-pass filtered 
and contrast enhanced for display. Scale bar, 100 nm. b, Tomographic slices of 
manually selected viruses (not including particle in a) from several tomograms 
with tight membrane contacts (yellow arrowheads). Images were low-pass 
filtered and contrast-enhanced for display. Those particles were selected to 

detect VP4 reversed conformations in additional viruses (other than particle in 
Fig. 4a). c, Sub-subtomogram classification of VP4 positions extracted from 
the RRV particles shown in b yielded a class with the upright conformation 
(left) and a class with the reversed conformation (right). VP4 positions were 
extracted from 26 selected particles chosen to have an easily identified region 
of close membrane contact. The particle shown in Fig. 4a was excluded from 
this selection. Note that the reconstructions shown in Fig. 4a are from single 
particles with imposed icosahedral symmetry, whereas we show here classified 
averaged individual volumes extracted at VP4 positions.



Extended Data Table 1 | Cryo-EM data collection and model statistics

∗Approximate range of underfocus. 
†Resolution at which Fourier shell correlation (FSC) between half-maps falls below 0.143 after applying a spherical shell mask (inner radius = 222 Å; outer radius = 403 Å). 
‡Pixel number in parenthesis used during intermediate processing steps. 
§Resolution at which FSC between half-maps falls below 0.143 after applying a mask encompassing VP6, VP7 and VP4 (VP5* and VP8*). 
||Modelled amino acid residues are given for each chain (full-length sequences: VP4, 1–776; VP7, 1–326; VP6, 1–397).
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection SerialEM (v3.7.1-64bit): Collection of images and movies from electron microscopes. 
Reference: Mastronarde, D. N. Automated electron microscope tomography using robust prediction of specimen movements. J. Struct. Biol. 
152, 36-51, doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2005.07.007 (2005).

Data analysis MotionCor2 (v1.2.6): Alignment of movie frames. 
Reference: Zheng, S. Q. et al. MotionCor2: anisotropic correction of beam-induced motion for improved cryo-electron microscopy. Nat. 
Methods 14, 331-332, doi:10.1038/nmeth.4193 (2017). 
 
Gautomatch (v0.56, https://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/kzhang/Gautomatch/): Particle picking form electron micrographs. 
 
EMAN2 (v 2.22, https://blake.bcm.edu/emanwiki/EMAN2): EMAN2 is a broadly based greyscale scientific image processing suite with a 
primary focus on processing data from transmission electron microscopes. 
Reference: Bell, J. M., Chen, M., Baldwin, P. R. & Ludtke, S. J. High resolution single particle refinement in EMAN2.1. Methods 100, 25-34, 
doi:10.1016/j.ymeth.2016.02.018 (2016). 
 
Gctf (v1.06, https://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/kzhang/Gctf/): CTF parameter estimation from electron micrographs. 
Reference: Zhang, K. Gctf: Real-time CTF determination and correction. J. Struct. Biol. 193, 1-12, doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2015.11.003 (2016). 
 
Relion (v3.0.8): Cryo-EM data processing software. 
Reference: Scheres, S. H. RELION: implementation of a Bayesian approach to cryo-EM structure determination. J. Struct. Biol. 180, 519-530, 
doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2012.09.006 (2012). 
 
cisTEM (refine3d version 1.01, reconstruct3d version 1.02, https://cistem.org): cisTEM is user-friendly software to process cryo-EM images of 
macromolecular complexes and obtain high-resolution 3D reconstructions from them. 
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Reference: Grant, T., Rohou, A. & Grigorieff, N. cisTEM, user-friendly software for single-particle image processing. Elife 7, doi:10.7554/
eLife.35383 (2018). 
 
IMOD (v4.9.10, https://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/): IMOD is a set of image processing, modeling and display programs used for tomographic 
reconstruction and for 3D reconstruction of EM serial sections and optical sections. 
Reference: Mastronarde, D. N. & Held, S. R. Automated tilt series alignment and tomographic reconstruction in IMOD. J. Struct. Biol. 197, 
102-113, doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2016.07.011 (2017). 
 
O (v15.0.0): Molecular graphics program, model building. 
Reference: Jones, T. A., Zou, J. Y., Cowan, S. W. & Kjeldgaard, M. Improved methods for building protein models in electron density maps and 
the location of errors in these models. Acta Crystallogr A 47, 110-119 (1991). 
 
Coot (v7.1): Molecular graphics program, model building. 
Emsley, P. & Cowtan, K. Coot: model-building tools for molecular graphics. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 60, 2126-2132, doi:10.1107/
S0907444904019158 (2004). 
 
PHENIX (v1.17.1-3660, https://www.phenix-online.org): PHENIX is a software suite for the automated determination of molecular structures 
using X-ray crystallography and other methods. 
References: Afonine, P. V. et al. Real-space refinement in PHENIX for cryo-EM and crystallography. Acta Crystallogr D Struct Biol 74, 531-544, 
doi:10.1107/S2059798318006551 (2018). Afonine, P. V. phenix.mtriage: a tool for analysis and validation of cryo-EM 3D reconstructions. 
Computational Crystallography Newsletter 8, 25 (2017). 
 
MolProbity (v4.5, http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu): Molecular structure validation. 
Reference: Chen, V. B. et al. MolProbity: all-atom structure validation for macromolecular crystallography. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 
66, 12-21, doi:10.1107/S0907444909042073 (2010). 
 
ResMap (v1.1.4): Local resolution estimation of cryo-EM maps. 
Reference: Kucukelbir, A., Sigworth, F. J. & Tagare, H. D. Quantifying the local resolution of cryo-EM density maps. Nat. Methods 11, 63-65, 
doi:10.1038/nmeth.2727 (2014). 
 
PyMOL (v2.4, The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.1 Schrödinger, LLC): Molecular graphics visualization. 
 
POV-Ray (v3.8.0-alpha.unofficial, www.povray.org): The Persistence of Vision Raytracer is a high-quality, Free Software tool for creating 
stunning three-dimensional graphics. The source code is available for those wanting to do their own ports. 
 
matplotlib (v3.2.1, https://matplotlib.org): Matplotlib is a comprehensive library for creating static, animated, and interactive visualizations in 
Python. 
Reference: Hunter, J. D. Matplotlib: A 2D graphics environment. Comput. Sci. Eng. 9, 90-95 (2007). 
 
BioPython (v1.78, https://biopython.org): Biopython is a set of freely available tools for biological computation written in Python by an 
international team of developers. 
Reference: Cock, P. J. et al. Biopython: freely available Python tools for computational molecular biology and bioinformatics. Bioinformatics 
25, 1422-1423, doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btp163 (2009). 
 
MAFFT (v7.471,  https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/): MAFFT is a multiple sequence alignment program for unix-like operating systems. 
Reference: Katoh, K., Misawa, K., Kuma, K. & Miyata, T. MAFFT: a novel method for rapid multiple sequence alignment based on fast Fourier 
transform. Nucleic Acids Res. 30, 3059-3066, doi:10.1093/nar/gkf436 (2002). 
 
ESPript (v3.0, http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/ESPript/): 'Easy Sequencing in PostScript', is a program which renders sequence similarities and 
secondary structure information from aligned sequences for analysis and publication purpose. 
Reference: Gouet, P., Courcelle, E., Stuart, D. I. & Metoz, F. ESPript: analysis of multiple sequence alignments in PostScript. Bioinformatics 15, 
305-308, doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/15.4.305 (1999). 

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors and 
reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.

Data
Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 
- A list of figures that have associated raw data 
- A description of any restrictions on data availability

We have deposited the maps of the cryo-EM reconstructions in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (accession no. EMD-21955, upright conformation; EMD-21956, 
intermediate conformation; EMD-21957, reversed conformation), and the refined coordinates in the Protein Data Bank (PDB-IDs 6WXE, upright conformation; 
6WXF, intermediate conformation; EMD-6WXG, reversed conformation). 
 
We obtained previously published rotavirus structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB-IDs 4V7Q and 1SLQ). 
 
Rotavirus protein sequence used to prepare the sequence alignments shown in Supplementary Data 1-3 were retrieved from GenBank (Benson, D. A. et al. 
GenBank. Nucleic Acids Res. 46, D41-D47, doi:10.1093/nar/gkx1094 (2018)). 
Supplementary Data 1: 
Rotavirus VP4 multiple sequence alignment from GenBank accession identifiers: RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; ST3, 
P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, Q86184; L338, Q98636; 
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EW, Q83450. 
Supplementary Data 2: 
Rotavirus VP7 multiple sequence alignment from GenBank accession identifiers: RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; ST3, 
P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, Q86184; L338, Q98636; 
EW, Q83450. 
Supplementary Data 3: 
Rotavirus VP6 multiple sequence alignment from GenBank accession identifiers: RRV, P12473; SA11, P12976; WA, P11193; S2, AQT31697; DS1, P11196; ST3, 
P11200; AU-1, P39033; 116E, Q09113; 69M, P26451; NCDV, P17465; UK, P12474; 993/83, Q08010; Gottfried, P23045; OSU, P11114; CH3, Q86184; L338, Q98636; 
EW, Q83450.
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Life sciences Behavioural & social sciences  Ecological, evolutionary & environmental sciences
For a reference copy of the document with all sections, see nature.com/documents/nr-reporting-summary-flat.pdf

Life sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Sample size No explicit sample size calculations were performed to design the cryo-EM studies. The main dataset of this study had a sample size of 14432 
virus images obtained from 3200 micrographs (movies with 50 frames each). This number corresponds to a dataset size generally used in the 
field for local reconstruction of viral proteins by cryo-EM (K. Ding, C.C. Celma, X. Zhang, T. Chang, W. Shen, I. Atanasov, P. Roy, Z.H. Zhou. In 
situ structures of rotavirus polymerase in action and mechanism of mRNA transcription and release. Nat. Commun., 10 (2019), p. 2216). The 
final three maps used for structure refinement were obtained from 167147, 252548, and 82008 individual viral spike protein images, 
respectively. The number of particles used for each final map is sufficient sufficient to obtain reliable classification and reconstruction results 
by cryo-EM (Scheres, S. H. RELION: implementation of a Bayesian approach to cryo-EM structure determination. J. Struct. Biol. 180, 519-530, 
doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2012.09.006 (2012)). 
 
No sample size calculation was performed for the biochemical experiments. For the data presented in Fig. 3a, a sample size of n = 3 was 
chosen and considered as sufficient, because the experiments were replicated successfully multiple times.

Data exclusions Bad full viral particle images (almost exclusively false-positive picks from the automatic particle picking algorithm, as judged by visual 
inspection) were excluded based on low alignment scores. This is the generally adopted practice in the cryo-EM field (Scheres, S. H. RELION: 
implementation of a Bayesian approach to cryo-EM structure determination. J. Struct. Biol. 180, 519-530, doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2012.09.006 
(2012).  Grant, T., Rohou, A. & Grigorieff, N. cisTEM, user-friendly software for single-particle image processing. Elife 7, doi:10.7554, 
eLife.35383 (2018)). The exclusion criteria were not pre-established, but self-evident from the strong biomodal distribution of particle 
alignment scores.

Replication Cryo-EM dataset were collected from multiple samples and on different microscopes and evaluated independently, yielding consistent results 
(see Methods section for details). The experiments were replicated and performed independently 3 times. 
 
All biochemical experiments were replicated successfully, for the bar plot of Fig. 3a, n values can be found in the legend. Fig. 3d: The 
experiment was repeated independently two times with similar results. Extended Data Fig. 1b: The experiment was repeated independently 
two times with similar results. Extended Data Fig. 8a: The experiment was repeated independently three times with similar results.

Randomization For statistical validation, cryo-EM datasets were randomly split into two half for calculation of cross correlation coefficients (FSC curves) 
between two the half sets (see Methods section for details). Classification in cisTEM (Grant, T., Rohou, A. & Grigorieff, N. cisTEM, user-friendly 
software for single-particle image processing. Elife 7, doi:10.7554, eLife.35383 (2018)) was started from a randomized class distribution. 
 
For the biochemical experiments, randomization is not applicable to this study, as we do not report experiments that use randomized data.

Blinding The analysis was performed on single cryo-EM datasets. Blinding of the cryo-EM analysis work-flow was not feasible. The main dataset was 
independently analyzed by two investigators (T.H. and S.J.) who obtained identical results. The investigators were not blinded to group 
allocation during data collection. 
 
For the biochemical experiments, blinding is not applicable to this study, as we do not report experiments that applied blinding.

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
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Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology and archaeology

Animals and other organisms

Human research participants

Clinical data

Dual use research of concern

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Antibodies
Antibodies used HS1 (anti-VP8*, purified from mouse hybridoma cell line with Protein G Sepharose), obtained from Harry B. Greenberg's laboratory 

(Stanford University School of Medicine), used for Western blotting at a dilution of 1:500  
 
HS2 (anti-VP5*, purified from mouse hybridoma cell line with Protein G Sepharose), obtained from Harry B. Greenberg's laboratory 
(Stanford University School of Medicine), used for Western blotting at a dilution of 1:5000 
 
M159 (anti-VP7, purified from mouse hybridoma cell line with Protein G Sepharose), obtained from Harry B. Greenberg's laboratory 
(Stanford University School of Medicine), used for affinity purification (5 mg per ml of Protein G Sepharose resin) 
 
2B4 (anti-VP6), obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Cat# sc-101363, Lot# F0517), used for Western blotting at a dilution of 
1:4000 
 
Horseradish-peroxidase (HRP)-coupled goat anti-mouse IgG, obtained from SeraCare (Cat# 5220-0341, Lot# 10293757) ,used for 
Western blotting at a dilution of 1:5000

Validation The HS1 and HS2 antibodies were validated in this study: Padilla-Noriega L., et al. 1993. Serologic analysis of human rotavirus 
serotypes P1A and P2 by using monoclonal antibodies. J. Clin. Microbiol. 31:622–628. 
 
The M159 antibody was validated in this study: J Virol. 1983 Aug;47(2):267-75. Production and preliminary characterization of 
monoclonal antibodies directed at two surface proteins of rhesus rotavirus. 
 
The 2B4 antibody was validated in these studies: Patra U, Mukhopadhyay U, Mukherjee A, Sarkar R, Chawla-Sarkar M. Progressive 
Rotavirus Infection Downregulates Redox-Sensitive Transcription Factor Nrf2 and Nrf2-Driven Transcription Units. Oxid. Med. Cell. 
Longev. 2020;2020:7289120. Published 2020 Apr 4. doi:10.1155/2020/7289120. Bhowmick R, Mukherjee A, Patra U, Chawla-Sarkar 
M. Rotavirus disrupts cytoplasmic P bodies during infection. Virus Res. 2015;210:344-354. doi:10.1016/j.virusres.2015.09.001. 
Salgado EN, Garcia Rodriguez B, Narayanaswamy N, Krishnan Y, Harrison SC. Visualization of Calcium Ion Loss from Rotavirus during 
Cell Entry. J. Virol. 2018;92(24):e01327-18. Published 2018 Nov 27. doi:10.1128/JVI.01327-18. 
 
The Horseradish-peroxidase (HRP)-coupled goat anti-mouse IgG was validated in this study: Not applicable. Generally used secondary 
antibody for Western blotting.

Eukaryotic cell lines
Policy information about cell lines

Cell line source(s) MA104 cells (ATCC, type: MA104 clone 1, ATCC CRL2378.1, Cat# ATCC CRL2378.1), SF9 cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific), BSC-1 
cells (ATCC)

Authentication None of the cell lines used were authenticated.

Mycoplasma contamination The cell lines were not tested for Mycoplasma contamination.

Commonly misidentified lines
(See ICLAC register)

MA104 is listed as a commonly misidentified cell line and was used in this study only for the production of rhesus rotavirus 
(RRV) as it is the established cell line to grow the required amounts of virus.


